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Countries: 
Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, Slovenia, Croatia, Albania, 

Macedonia, Greece and Turkey

Duration: Oct. 16 to Nov. 07, 2015

The long way To maCeDonia
Distance Traveled: ~5500km

exchange Rate: 1.00 Euro ~ CDN$1.48

Border Formality: None 

memorable impressions:

We knew that somehow someday we would make it to Macedonia. With 
no  plan or ixed destination or schedule we set out from Germany and by 
chance our path led to Macedonia.  Travelling in the of-season, following 
the nice weather and visiting popular places with little or no tourists present 
was great. The highlight of this trip was combining trail running in beautiful 
places with visiting some of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites along 
the way. Europe is so easy, we could spend days at each location in the 
mountains exploring all the wonderful trails, then within a half a hour we 
are in some beautiful historic village or city wandering through cobblestone 
narrow streets and staring up at monumental buildings in awe.
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limeS Roman CaValRy FoRT aalen
The Roman fort was built around 160aD and was able to accommodate a 1000 soldiers. 

The Rhaetian-germania limes fort is incribed in the UneSCo world heritage list.

o ctober 16 & 17, 2015:  We had arranged for a transfer to Dalaman 
with Alper.  Not sure how long we would be travelling, we booked 

a one-way ticket to Frankfurt Germany only.  Our light with 
SunExpress leaves on time at 3:50pm and we land at the Frankfurt Airport 
at 6:25pm.  We have done this routine a few times and head straight for the 
train station.  After purchasing a couple of train tickets we are one our way 
to Frankfurt main train station, where we switch trains from the regional to 
a ICE train to Würzburg and then one last time change to the regional train 

to Markt Bibart.  In Markt Bibart our Toyota truck is parked in the driveway 

of Tom’s Fahrzeugtechnik only a few hundred meters from the train station.  
We arrive before midnight and pop up the roof tent of the Toyota to head 
straight for beddy time.  The next morning we head irst for a supermarket 

and stock up on some groceries.  The weather is typical German weather, 

cool and rainy.  With no actual schedule or planned route, we set out 

heading south to nicer weather and to visit Andre in Friedrichhafen while 
passing through.  But irst we detour to Aalen and visit the UNESCO World 
Heritage Site of Limes Reiterkastell (€6.00/person).  It is the largest Roman 
cavalry fort north of the Alps.  The on-site museum displays artifacts found 
during excuvation and provides historical information about the Rhaetian 
Province and Upper Germania as it relates to the Roman occupation. 
The archaeological park attached to the museum houses some of the 
Roman statues and remains of walls, earthworks, forts, watchtowers and 
settlements. Our next stop is Friedrichshafen and André’s place, where we 
are treated to a nice home-made dinner and local beer.

geRmany
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Catching up with andré in Friedrichhafen.  great company and awesome food and beer.

The archaeological Park show-cases the remains of the Roman military settlement. 
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o ctober 18, 2015:  After a nice 
breakfast we say good-bye to André 
and head toward Füssen to visit the 

Neuschwanstein Castle and Hochenschwangau 
Castle.  Entrance is €23.00/person and photos 
are not allowed inside. A fresh dusting of snow 
covers the mountains around the famous icon. 
The trees are in full fall colours and add to the 
fairytale look.  It is a rainy day and the clouds 
are hanging low, but we are not deterred.  This 

is one of those mass tourism sites.  We visit both 
castles at the alloted time indicatd on the ticket 

and get back on the road heading east along the 

Bavarian Alps.  We can not resist to stop at the 

Schönegger Käse Alm (Cheese Farm).  Located 
by Rottenbuch-Schönegg in Oberbayerischen 
Pfafenwinkel of the ST2059.  It is the original 
farm where the franchise started.  We have a 
ield day and buy a bunch of diferent cheeses 
and some freshly baked Bauernbrot (farm bread). 
Continuing onwards to Garmisch-Partenkirchen 

we set up camp at the Wohnmobil Stellplatz 

Wankbahn for €14.00/night. 

neUSChwanSTein & hohenSChwangaU CaSTleS
The 19th Century palace was commissioned by King ludwig ii of Bavaria as a retreat.
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Stopping at the Schönegger Käse alm by Rottenbuch-Schönegg.  with this much choice of great cheese it is hard to pick.

o ctober 19, 2015:  With the weather 
not improving we head south from 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen through 

Austria, over the Jaufenpass to Merano, Italy.  It 
is a great drive.  There is fresh snow through the 
mountains and we are lucky that the Jaufenpass 
at 2094m is open. In Italian it is called Passo 
di Monte Giovo and the road leading to and 
from the pass has 23 switch-backs. Great for 
the motorcycle, but not so much for the truck. 
However it is a beautiful drive. We set up camp 
on the outskirts of Merano, Italy at Camping 
Hermitage for €28.40/night. 

iTaly
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o ctober 20, 2015:  The campsite is 

located in the midst of vineyards.  It is 
a chilly morning, the sky is clear and we 

decide to go for a small trail run, before hitting the 
road again. From Merano we take the back roads 

to Riva del Garda, passing through some stunning 
country side and the beautiful Lago di Molveno. In 
Riva del Garda we stay at Camping Garda on Lake 
Garda for three (3) nights for €23.00/night. 

lots of snow getting over the pass.

morning trail run through the vineyards.
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Breathtaking location of lago di molveno.
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o ctober 21, 2015:  We love the area around Lake Garda.  
Somehow it draws us back year after year.  It is an outdoors 
mecca.  We wake up to another beautiful clear blue sky but cool 

morning and decide to tackle the Limone Extreme Skyrace trail run.  Since 
we are at the tail end of the tourist season, there is less traic and we are 
able to park the truck a couple of hundred meters from the trail start on the 
western shores of Lake Garda approximately 2km north of the village of 
Simone.  It is straight up for the irst 3km. We start at 110m elevation and 

climb to 842m to Punta Larici, which is more of a fast hike then running. 
From Punta Larici it is another 2km of climbing to reach an elevation of 
1150m.  At this point we reach a plateau and we are able to start running 

along the beautiful trails.  The descent into Simone is switchback after 
switchback, at irst on soft trails covered in Pine needles.  The last few 
kilometers are on some rough cobble stones.  Through our 5-Finger shoes 

it started to hurt.  Once we reached Simone we were rewarded with running 

right through the old village back to the truck.  
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The limone extreme Skyrace trail run was amazing.  The views were breathtaking.

o ctober 22, 2015:  The weather 

continues to be on our side as we stay 

another day at Lake Garda.  Instead 
og going for a hike or run we decide to get our 
foldable bicycles out and go for a ride. There are 
bicycle paths everywhere.  We explore the one 
heading north along the Sarca River, through the 
Sarca Valley to the Castello di Arco. 

mike gets our foldable bicycles ready.
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From Riva del garda we take the bicycle path along the Sarca River To the Castello di arco.
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o ctober 23, 2015:  From Lake Garda we 
head to Verona through some pretty wine 

country.  In Verona we visit the historic 

centre which still has the remains of a Roman city 
gate, a theatre and amphitheatre arena. We stroll 

through the Piazza delle Erbe and Piazza dei 

Signori taking in the historic buildings.  We conclude 

our sightseeing by enjoying Italien ice cream sitting 

on the steps of the La Berlina (Tribuna o Capitello). 
Our next stop is Venice.  We set up camp for (2) 
nights at the Venezia Village Campsite for €24.00/
night.  As the daylight hours are shorter in the fall, 
we take the opportunity to explore Venice by night.

VeRona
The historic city of Verona was founded in the 1st Century BC.  The preservation of Roman, 

medieval and Renaissance buildings has earned a place as an UneSCo world heritage Site.
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The amphitheatre arena in Verona is the 
2nd largest after the Colosseum in Rome.

The Church of San nicolò all’arena. 
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The beautiful Piazza delle erbe with 
its Palazzo Mafei and 84m high Torre dei Lamberti.
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Sunset over Venice.

VeniCe
Exploring Venice at night is very peaceful and looks and feels entirely diferent compared to daylight hours.
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o ctober 24, 2015:  After a 
wander around Venice the 

previous night, we are back in 

the morning to explore the Piazza San 
Marco, St. Mark’s Basilica, the Campanile 
Bell Tower, Palazzo Ducale, Bridge of 
Sighs, Canale Grande and Ponte di Rialto.

Deserted canals and alleyways.

The Bridge of Sighs at night & day.
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Piazza San marco, with the Basilica di San marco, the Campanile and Clocktower.
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west Facade of the Basilica di San marco

Chiesa di San moisè (left), 
Chiesa di Santa maria del giglio (right) 

and Porta della Carta (bottom right).
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Canal grande is 3.8km long and 30 to 90m wide.  it snakes its way in a S-shape through Venice.

Three (3) main bridges span across the Canal grande. here we are on the Ponte degli Scalzi. The Santa maria della Salute (left).
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The scenic Canals of Venice.
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at the original Venice Paper mache mask shop we purchase our special mask decorated with playing cards for €150.00.

Scuola grande San giovanni evangelista
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a familar picture of large cruise ships overshadowing Venice.

once in the blue moon Ruby helps cook the food as well, but usually it is mike who is the master Cook.
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o ctober 25, 2015:  From Venice it is of to the town of Padua 
to check out the UNESCO World Heritage site of the Botonical 
Garden of Padua University, which was founded in 1545 and is 

the oldest in the world. Entrance is €10.00/person. Close to the entrance is 
the beautiful Prato della Valle, a prominent square with many statues.  We 
continue to head east a short distance to the town of Mantova and another 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, called the Ducal Palace Museum Complex.  
Built by the Bonacolsi family, it occupies an area of 35,000m2, has more 

than a 1000 rooms. The palace dates back to the 13th Century. Entrance 

is €13.00/person, which includes a visit to the Castello di San Giorgio (St. 
George Castle) and its Camera degli Sposi (Bridal Chamber), the Corte 

Vecchina (Old Court) and Museo Archeologico Nazionale. After visiting the 
palace we wander through the historic centre , taking in the Rotonda di 
San Lorenzo, the Mantua Cathedral in the Piazza Sordello to the Merchant 
House.  Our last stop is the Teatro Bibiena, built between 1767-1679.  Here 
is a cool fact: On January 16, 1770, a 14-year young Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart performed at the theatre. Entrance to the theatre is €3.00/person.   
With daylight fading we drive to the Parco Thermale del Garda and stay at 
the Agriturismo La Vigra Campsite for €23.00/night. After dinner we decide 
to take a plunge in the thermal park (€18.00/person).  It is a unique natural 
spa surrounded by rare plants and trees with thermal lakes.  The perfect 
end to a day of sightseeing.

From Padua we head to the town of mantova to visit the Ducal Palace (below).

BoToniCal gaRDen oF PaDUa UniVeRSiTy
Founded in 1545, it is the oldest Botonical Garden in the World.
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CaSTello Di San gioRgio
The rectangular castle, surrounded by a moat, was built between 1395 and 1406 and is part of the Ducal Palace of Mantova. 
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PalaZZo DUCale
The palace is made up of numerous 
buildings and encompasses some 

500 rooms over 34,000m2.
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The most notable rooms of the palace are the galleria degli Specchi (gallery of mirrors), the appartamento degli arazzi 
(apartment of the Tapestries), the galleria del Passerino (gallery of the Sparrow) and the Camera degli Sposi (wedding Room).
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TeaTRo BiBiena
The late Baroque-style theatre is the works of antonio galli da Bibbiena, completed in 1769.

The Piazza Sordello (left) dominated 
by the mantova Duomo (Cathedral) and 
Palazzo Ducale.  The Piazza delle erbe 

(below) with its Rotonda di San lorenzo 
and astronomical Clock Tower.
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o ctober 26, 2015:  We leave our nice camping spot by the 
vineyard behind and drive to Crespi d’ Adda, a industrial 
village now a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  We take a 

wander through the village factory and hydroelectric power plant. 
Back at the truck we notice that we locked ourselves out. The 
truck keys were laying on-top of the stove cover by the right rear 
window.  Luckily we ind a local to call the car road side service 
outit, who shortly after shows up.  However he is unable to get 
into the driver or passenger doors.  For the irst time we realize 
how tough it is to break into our unit. He suggests smashing the 
small triangular window in the front, but a replacement window 
might take a week to arrive.  Not an option.  We inally come up 
with Plan B, which encompasses getting a long power cable run 
from a near-by Italian residence to our truck, plugging in a drill 
and boring out the screws for the rear window security clamp.  It 
works, but now we have an unsecured rear window, which means 
we will have to return to Germany and Tom’s shop. Meanwhile we 
are inally back on the road again, heading past Lake Como to 
Lake Maggiore and taking the San Carlo Ferry boat from Laveno 
to Verbania Intra for €12.80 (includes car and passengers).  We 
continue up the western shores of Lake Maggiore and ind a nice 
campsite, called Area Camper Oggebbio for €20.00/night.  It is a 
beautifully terraced site with views of the lake.

PaRCo TeRmale Del gaRDa
The Villa dei Cedri Thermal water is high in bicarbonate, calcium, and magnesium contents.  

The park consists of thermal lakes with temperatures ranging from 29° to 39°C.
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CReSPi D’ aDDa
in 1877 Cristoforo Benigno Crespi started to build the cotton mill factory and workers settlement adjacent to the adda River.  

in 1995 the site of Crespi d’ adda becomes a UneSCo world heritage Site and work at the factory ceases in 2003.
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Taking the San Carlo ferry from laveno to Verbania intra across lake maggiore.

laKe maggioRe
The northern portion of the lake is actually in Switzerland.  we are staying on the italian side near oggebbio.
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o ctober 27, 2015:  When we checked 

in the previous evening we picked up, 

at the reception of the campsite, a 
brochure detailing numerous hiking trails in the 

area. In the morning we are greeting by another 

beauty of a day and decide to stay another day 
and explore one of the hiking trials.  We were 
more lost then anything, but it added to the days 

adventure of exploring the area. The views of 
the lake and the little settlement of Dumera were 
deinately the highlight.
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The trail leads straight through the little settlement of Dumera.

o ctober 28, 2015:  We cross into 
Switzerland from Italy at Lake 
Maggiore, taking the scenic route over 

the 2284m snow covered Julierpass to St. Moritz.   
The famous Alpine resort town is deserted at 
this time of year as we take a stroll through the 
streets.  We continue north and set up camp 
in Davos, a popular Swiss ski resort area with 
some great hiking in the spring, summer and fall.  
We are hoping to spend a couple of days in the 
mountains.  The Riner Lodge Campsite set close 
to some ski lifts.  The €20.00/night includes a 
Tourist card, which allows for free travel on the 
public transportation.

SwiTZeRlanD
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From lake maggiore in italy we enter Switzerland, taking the Julierpass to reach St. moritz.
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ST. moRiTZ
The famous glamorous alpine town of St. moritz is located at 1822m elevation and is home to some high end shops and hotels.
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Scenic drive from St. moritz to Davos.
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o ctober  29, 30 & 31, 2015:  Originally our plan was to stay a 
couple of days but we woke up to rain and low laying clouds.  The 
weather forecast did not look good for the coming days.  Therefore 

we decide to continue back to Germany, visit Tom’s Fahrzeugtechnik to get 
our rear window latch ixed.  We stay south of Nürnberg at the Camping 
Platz Berg for €19.00/night. After a day at Tom’s shop and a review of the 
weather situation in Switzerland and Austria, we chose to slowly make our 

way back to Turkey with the truck.  From St. Bibart in Germany we head 
south again past Munich into Austria.  After stopping at a trail running store, 
which we had found on the internet, we end up close to the Slovanian 
border in Oberrakitsch at a pretty campsite called Camping Sixt an der 
Wassermühle.  The campsite, €15.00/night,  is run by the Sixt family and 
part of their carpenter business.

aUSTRia

Staying the night at Camping Sixt and der wassermühle in southern austria close to the Slovenian border.
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n ovember 01, 2015:  We wake up to a very frosty -1ºC.  It is time to 
get a move on to some warmer weather.  We enter Slovenia from 
Austria and pass right through it to Croatia.  Taking the scenic 

route along the Adriatic Sea our irst stop is the town of Šibenik.  Travelling 
in the of-season is great, especially when the weather is cooperating.  
The town is deserted.  The Renaissance-style Cathedral of St. James, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, is a triple-nave basilica with three (3) apses 

and a large dome.  The building was started in 1402 and inished 1441.  
After visiting the cathedral we walk around the square of the Republic, past 
the town hall and through the city new gate, which still dates back to the 

16th Century. Back on the coastal road, we pass Split and end up at the 

Galeb Camp located by Omiš right on the sea across from the Brač  Island. 
We get a waterfront campsite for 80HRK/night (or €10.00/night).  It is one 
of the few campsites open all year around.

CRoaTia

ŠiBeniK 
located on the adriatic Sea, it has a pretty historic centre and most noteworthy the UneSCo inscribed Cathedral of St. James.
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CaTheDRal oF ST. JameS 
The Cathedral, built between 1431-1535, is entirely made out of stone, featureing 74 sculptured faces of men, women & children.
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The interior of the Cathedral of St. James in Šibenik.

our prime location campsite at galeb Camp located by omiš.
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n ovember 02, 2015:  We wake up to clear 
blue skies and immediately decide to stay 
another day.  The high temperature of the 

day is only 10ºC, but in the sun it feels much warmer.  
After a leisure breakfast we tacke the mountain 
ridge behind our campsite.  It is the perfect trail 
running place.  It is straight up to the G. Podstrana, 
but once we reach the Church of Our Lady (also 
called Our Lady of Snow) we are rewarded with 
the most amazing view.  En-route we stop at the 
Crkva Sv. Ante (Church), an abandoned village and 
graveyard.  We end up in Naklice and descend back 
to Omiš and our campsite.
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The Crkva Sv. ante (Church), an 
abandoned village and graveyard.
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The Church of our lady Peace, with stunning views of the adriatic Sea. 
The descending trail from the village of naklice to omiš (below).
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n ovember 03, 2015:  We leave Omiš behind 

and continue south along the coastal road.  

Outside of Dubravnik we stop for a picture 
remembering our visit to the historic walled town in 

2006.  We enter Montenegro and stop for another 
walk down memory lane at the panoramic view point 

of the town of Kotor, perfectly framed by the fjord inlet 
and surrounding mountains. Close to the Albanian 

border, just south of Petrovac we stay at the Camping 
Maslina on the Buljarica Beach for €11.50/night.  

Passing by the historic town of Dubravnik in Croatia and the town of Kotor in montenegro.
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n ovember 04 & 05, 2015:  We enter Albania and instead of 
heading for Greece we de-tour to North Macedonia and Lake 
Ohrid.  In 2006 we were denied entry without a Visa, which had to 

be pre-applied for before showing up at the land border in Riga, the Capital 
of Bulgaria.  This rule has changed since for Canadians and we are able 
to enter without issues.  We set up camp at Camping Rino close to the 
town of Struga on the northern shores of Lake Ohrid.  The owners of the 
campsite welcome us with cofee and Raki.  It is a pretty spot and directly 
by the lake for €11.50/night. The next morning we explore the UNESCO 
World Heritage town of Ohrid.  It is one of the oldest human settlements 
in Europe.  Built mainly between the 7th and 19th Centuries, it has the 
oldest Slav monastery and more than 800 Byzantine-style icons dating 

from the 11th to the end of the 14th Century.  We park close to the city 
square of Ohrid. Our irst stop is the Church of Saint Sophia, which houses 
architecture and art from the Middle Ages.  Small cobblestoned roads lead 
us to the Scena Dolni Saraj for a closer look at the Bridge of Wishes. 
Further up the hill is the heavily restored Ancient Theatre of Ohrid from the 
Hellenistic period. Then we visit the early Christian Basilicas Complex and 
„Plaoshnik“ (Archaeological Site and Holy Place) adjacent to the Church 
of Saints Clement and Pantelejmon. Last we climb up to the Samuel’s 
Fortress to get a panoramic view of Lake Ohrid. On the way back to the 
truck we irst pass the tiny Byzantine church of St. Demetrius, followed by 
the Holy Mary Perybleptos and the Orthodox church of Saints Constantine 
and Helen. It is back to our campsite.

maCeDonia

Staying at Camping Rino near Struga on the shores of Lake Ohrid and enjoying a Cofee and Raki on the house.

laKe ohRiD 
a natural UneSCo world heritage site, lake ohrid is a superlative natural phenomenon, which provides 

a refuge for numerous endemic species of freshwater fauna and lora dating from the Tertiary period.
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SainT SoPhia 
The current church was built on the ruins of a 6th Century church.  it houses architecture and art from the middle ages.
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walking through the small cobblestone alleyways and taking a closer look at the ancient Theatre from the hellenistic period.
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SainTS ClemenT anD PanTeleJmon 
The church is a replica of the old church of St. Panteleimon, built by St. Clement of ohrid in 863, demolished by the ottomans. 
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PlaoŠniK 
an archaeological site adjacent to the St. Clement Church, with remnants of baptisteries and mosaics from former churches.
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The mosaics date from 1st Century to the 9th Century.
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TSaR SamUel’S FoRTReSS 
The irst mentioning of the citadal was 209BC. The current walls and defensive towers date mostly from the 9th and 10th Century.
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The church of St. Demetrius (left), the 
church of holy mary Perybleptos (top) & the 
church of St. Constantine & helen (below).

november 06 & 07, 2015 we spend on the road driving through greece back home to Turkey. another trip comes to an end.
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